CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

Conclusions which can be drawn according to the research findings and discussion are mentioned as follows.

In relation to the first objective of this research which is to identify and illuminate the types of taboo words in *Deadpool* movie, the study reveals that there are eight categories of taboo words practices found in this movie, they are cursing, profanity, obscenity, vulgarity, slang, epithets, insults and slurs, and scatology.

The most dominant type is obscenity that shows that this movie to express the first character’s feelings in this movie, which is Deadpool towards the addressee.

Blasphemy type is never used because the writer wont to offend any else religion in this worlds for the sake of mutual comfort.

And for the last objective of the research is finding motives of using taboo words in *Deadpool* movie. Researcher found there were five from five motives of using taboo words found in *Deadpool* movie, they were anger or frustration, descriptive-evaluative, joking, surprise, and sarcastic irony and insults.

Descriptive-evaluative motive is dominant in this movie that indicates that the motive of using taboo words is to describe all the utterances by using taboo words to persuade the message from the utterance to the addressee.

On the other hand Sarcastic irony and insults is hardly to be used to keep audience’s comfort for hearing all those bad words not to offend the physical, mental, shape, or everything from the movie that may offend audience’s feelings.
B. Suggestions

Regarding to the conclusions of the research, the researcher postulates some suggestions for the following parties.

The first is for readers in general, the researcher suggests readers to be more aware of the “bad” label of swearing. Saying taboo word which is labeled as bad language due to the stigmatized expressions and their associations is not always bad. The study reveals the contradictory ideas in swearing; swearing is good when it is deployed properly in an appropriate context.

The second is for future researchers. Saying taboo words in a specific scope is worth examining, i.e. contradictory ideas in taboo words: taboo words is considerably tabooed for the stigmatized expressions which are forbidden in the public discourse, but there are positive outcomes of taboo words such as saying taboo words as humor, saying taboo words as emphasis marker, and saying taboo words as a solidarity signal which need a special attention. As a consequence, choosing a specific topic of saying taboo words will help the future researcher be more focused and gain a more detailed insight on the practices of swearing.